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Abstract. The global proliferation of increasing longevity in modern society has fixed a focus on assisting the elderly and those living with disability through computing technology. To remain independently empowered, a seamless integration through efficient affable interfaces is required. The Ambient Interface Design (AID) system intends to assist with finding personal preferences and also provide a synchronisation framework to coordinate connectivity across various environmentally distributed devices via sensor data mapping. AID will as a prerequisite for ‘Personalised Interfaces’, aim to mediate between the needs of the user and the technology to help reduce personal challenges and provide a customised user experience for the efficient selection and acquisition of online information customised to preference, ability and chosen device.
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1 Introduction

Social inclusion and social ethical privacy for all, through technological advancement is an active area of research today with particular emphasis on members living with disability and cognitive dysfunction in a population aging society [6,2,8]. In maintaining autonomy and social independence for these individuals whilst improving self-efficacy, individualism becomes a key element in the design process [7,11,10]. This group’s requirements are heterogeneous [5]; therefore enabling the provision of equality in overcoming some disability and without discrimination on ethnicity, background or technical illiteracy makes this a multi-faceted task at a user sensitive design stage.

By providing for minority groups such as those living with disability often in a serendipitous manner leads to better functionality for all. Evidence of this is demonstrated by the text predication systems used in mobile phones. Text predication was originally developed for those with physical disabilities unable to use the standard QWERTY keyboard, and this led to adaptive and predictive interfaces found today on all handheld text messaging telecommunication devices
These and similar challenges have stretched the design process to explore novel methods in overcoming the question of using personal interface real estate in an optimum way.

2 Interface Design

Too often interfaces were designed with the presumption that they will be the tools of able bodied users with high level cognitive and perceptual capabilities [3]. Interfaces should be adaptable to meet the needs and reflect the context of respective users over multiple mobile and stationary heterogeneous devices, which is the objective of this research. These heterogeneous devices include PDAs, PCs, Smart phones, Flat screens and Laptops facilitating the mobility and flexibility that is the underlying premise of Information and Communication Technology (ICT). The intention is to adapt applications and interfaces to user preferences and in doing increase efficiency and ease of use when moving between devices to complete a task such as an online reservation. This sense of fluidity promotes achievement and reduces stress in permitting the user to fulfil a task with increased flexibility without a requirement to re-authenticate as all information is cached and retrieved from the last available page to the new display device. Individual requirements suggests a prerequisite for ‘Personalised Interfaces’, mediating between the needs of the user and the technology overcoming individual capabilities, preferences and tasks to enhance satisfaction, speed, and performance [4].

2.1 Ambient Intelligence

Ambient Intelligence (Aml) implies building upon the ubiquitous computing paradigm and employing human-centric computer interaction design to develop ‘instinctive computing’ and fulfil a truly intelligent ambient space. Aml systems would then be capable of providing adaptive and anticipatory user needs through instinctive computing a necessary foundation for ‘empathic computing’ to understand human state and feelings [1]. Ambient Intelligence has indeed brought a new perspective to the psychology of Human Computer Interaction. The technology is no longer the focus; rather the user becomes central through a physical and digital co-existence [9].

3 Design Principles

The intention of this research is to provide a synchronisation framework that will provide co-ordinated connectivity across various environmentally distributed devices via sensor data mapping and tracking to provide location-independent and application-responsive screening for the personalised user experience. This system may be placed within a user’s home or social care establishment. The AID system’s main function is the autonomous realisation of a user’s presence via Radio
Frequency IDentification-RFID supported readings with the aim of delivering contextual personal user preference interfaces permitting implicit and explicit interaction within a dynamic system. Based on the Supple toolkit [3,4] application, which implements ‘decision-theoretic optimization’ in automatically generating user interfaces; we will implement a Grails web based Java framework that will utilise a database for authentication, preference elicitation, and interface optimisation and customisation. This information will be used to optimise user preferences at run time over all currently connected device displays. The AID system (figure 1) will take as input the preference elicitation information along with the associated device constraints and customise the interface accordingly.
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**Fig. 1.** High-level architecture of AID system components

This communication will permit a many to many (n:n) exchange via shared distributed devices utilised in smart architectural space enabling the creation of surround and fluid protean displays, as illustrated in figure 2.

![1:n Interface integration across heterogeneous devices](image2.png)

**Fig. 2.** 1:n Interface integration across heterogeneous devices
A one to many (1:n) configuration is substantiated when a user’s tag reading activates a within range device display. A migration theory may also be utilised to provide information regarding user behaviour patterns over time. This will provide additional information that may be needed during device configuration and screen optimisation especially if used in an anticipatory mode of operation.

Amongst the challenges there exists the need to cope with varying levels of uncertainty, such as inaccurate user elicitation credentials, erratic changes in user preference, idiosyncratic user actions and weak sensor signals. The system should be implicit in the nature of its behaviour, exhibit simplicity via its communication interface while appearing logical and natural in its overall mode of operation.

4 Conclusion

Technologically integrated spaces will change our perception of information and our behavioural interactions associated with its provision. The aim is to deliver contextual user preferences without the need for direct user manipulation in overcoming age or disability related issues. In recognising individual capabilities and needs an enhancement of satisfaction, speed and performance should be experienced. Ubiquity and seamless access through Internet services will assist in providing adaptive personal interfaces in mixed mode modality and media. Proactive collaboration between the possible devices aims to capture and simplify tasks for the elderly and those with disability in a sensitive, secure and intuitive environment endorsing efficient support in tailoring to the user requirements.
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